
Techniques Stations



1. Which two letters 
represent heating a 
crucible?

2. Which method of 
heating an evaporating 
dish appears to be the 
most gentle?

3. What is an evaporating 
dish used for?



4. Why is the glass stopper 
held in the manner 
shown?

5. What does use of the 
stirring rod prevent?



6. In “A,” what is wrong 
with the “wrong” 
method?

7. Why don’t you just place 
your thumb over the top 
of the test tube and 
shake?



8. Crucible tongs have 
many uses. 
a. Describe why you 

use them for each 
of the situations 
pictured.

b. How are crucible 
tongs different than 
beaker tongs?

Beaker tongs are used to carry a 
beaker after it has been subjected 
to heat/cold temperatures.



9. Describe the shape of 
the folded filter paper in 
each step.

10. What is a precipitate?

11. What is filtrate?

12. What is the purpose of 
filtration?Precipitate



Technique Check- Filtration
1. Fold filter paper as shown in the diagram at the right.
2. Place the filter paper in the funnel and wet down the filter 

paper to make sure it sticks to the funnel.
3. Place the funnel in the ring stand above the beaker labeled 

“Filtrate.”
4. Use the filter to separate the sand from the water in the 

beaker labeled “Sample.”
5. On your answer sheet describe the precipitate and the 

filtrate.
Clean up: 

● Scrape the sand from the filter and place it in back in the “Sample” beaker and pour the 
water from the “Filtrate” beaker back into the “Sample” beaker.

● Throw the filter in the trash. 
● Clean up any drips of water

Wear Goggles!



13. Why don’t you use your 
fingers to remove the 
solid from the bottle?



14. How is the liquid transferred to 
the indicator paper? 
a. Why don’t you just put the 

paper in the test tube?



Technique Check- Neutral Litmus Paper
Background: Neutral litmus paper indicates qualitatively if a 
substance is an acid or a base. 

Clean up: 

● Throw used indicator strips in the trash can.

Wear Goggles!
1. Use the technique described on card #14 to determine if the 

solutions in beakers 14A and 14B are acidic or basic. 
2. Record your answers on your answer sheet.

Notes: 
Use a half-strip of indicator paper.
Do not mix up stirring rods.



Technique Check- pH Paper
Background: pH paper is a more accurate way to measure the 
strength of acids and bases than litmus paper. By comparing the 
color of the strip to the chart you can determine the pH of a 
solution. (pH>7 → Base; pH<7 → acid)

Clean up: 

● Throw used indicator strips in the trash can.

Wear Goggles!

1. Use the technique described on card #14 to determine the pH 
of the solutions in beakers 14A and 14B. 

2. Record your answers on your answer sheet.

Notes: 
Use a half-strip of indicator paper.
Do not mix up stirring rods.



15. Describe the hottest part 
of the flame.

16. How do you adjust the 
gas flow on each type of 
burner?

17. What should you do if 
something malfunctions 
with your bunsen 
burner?

A.

B.

*Adjust gas flow at 
the gas tap.



18. What should you do to 
correct if there is too 
little air (A)?

19. What should you do to 
correct if there is too 
much gas or air (B)?

* Note: We 
will use 
strikers to 
light bunsen 
burners



Technique Check- Lighting a Bunsen Burner

Wear Goggles!

1. Before you turn on the gas: practice using the striker 
to make sure that you can quickly and easily generate 
a spark.

2. Turn on the gas about half way. You should be able to 
hear the gas.

3. Use the striker to generate a spark above the burner.
4. Adjust the gas and oxygen to produce a flame with an 

obvious inner cone.
5. On your answer sheet, record any tips or tricks that 

might help you light a bunsen burner in the future.

Notes: 
If you are having trouble lighting the burner, turn off the gas and practice 
with the striker again. Don’t hesitate to ask you teacher if you are having 
issues.

Hair tied back



20. Why do you heat a 
beaker on wire gauze?

21. Why do you place a 
stirring rod in a beaker?



Technique Check- Boiling Water

Wear Goggles!

1. Before you turn on the gas: practice using the striker 
to make sure that you can quickly and easily generate 
a spark.

2. Measure 100ml of water using the graduated cylinder.
3. Be careful the beaker may be hot. Pour the water into 

the beaker and place it onto the ring stand set-up. 
4. Light your bunsen burner and boil the water as quickly 

as possible.
5. When you are finished use the hot hands to empty the 

boiling water into the sink.
6. Place the hot beaker in the hot beaker area.
Notes: 
If you are having trouble lighting the burner, turn off the gas and practice with the 
striker again. Don’t hesitate to ask you teacher if you are having issues.

Hair tied back



22. Why should you keep 
the tall equipment at the 
back of the bench?

23. Why should the lab 
drawer and glassware 
be kept neat and clean?
(The lab drawer 
underneath this card is 
unlocked for you to 
check out)



24. How do you know that 
your glassware is 
clean?

25. Why don’t you dry 
glassware by rubbing it 
with a paper towel?

26. Why don’t you stick 
paper towel into test 
tubes?



Equipment Study #1

Use the list at the right and the 
equipment bins to study our lab 
equipment.

You will be responsible for identifying 
all of the lab equipment listed here.



Equipment Study #2

Use the list at the right and the 
equipment bins to study our lab 
equipment.

You will be responsible for identify all 
of the lab equipment listed here.



27. What tool can you use 
to move a hot flask?

28. Why shouldn’t you use a 
stopper when you’re 
heating a flask?



29. Why don’t you point the 
test tube at anyone?

Heating a Test Tube: Use a small flame 
below the liquid surface. Agitate from side to 
side. DO NOT point the test tube in the 
direction of anyone.



30. Why should you “zero” 
or “tare” a balance 
before you take the 
mass of something?

31. Why shouldn’t you place 
a hot object on a 
balance?

Make sure the 
balance is level by 
adjusting the feet

To set the balance 
to zero you can 
push this button

To set the balance 
to zero you can 
push this button



32. Give at least 2 reasons 
you should NEVER 
place a chemical directly 
on the balance pan?

33. How much solid was 
removed from the jar in 
“A”?

34. How much solid is 
added to the paper in 
“B”?

35. How much solid is 
added to the beaker in 
“C”?



Technique Check- Practice Using a Balance

Wear Goggles!

Objective: Practice weighing various objects using the electronic 
balance.

1. Turn on the balance.
2. Zero the balance by pushing the “tare” or “zero” button.
3. Find of the mass of at least 3 objects.
4. Record the name of the object and its mass (with units) on 

your answer sheet.
5. Turn off the balance when you are done.

Notes: Never push down on the pan of the balance. This will break the balance.

Clean up: 

● Return all of the objects you used to the bin.



Technique Check- Mass of a Substance 

Wear Goggles!

1. Turn on the balance.
2. Zero the balance by pushing the “tare” or “zero” button.
3. Place a small empty beaker on the pan and “zero” the balance 

again.
4. Weigh out exactly 29.25g of sand by gently sprinkling sand into 

the weigh boat.
5. Turn off the balance when you are finished.

Notes: Never push down on the pan of the balance. This will break the balance.

Clean up: 

● Return the sand to the stock beaker. 
● Clean up any spilled sand.

Objective: Use an electronic balance to weigh out an exact mass of a substance.



36. Why do you use a white 
paper background to 
compare colors?



37. What 2 pieces of lab 
equipment are used for 
approximate volume 
measurements?

38. You always read a liquid 
meniscus from the 
_______?

39. You always read a 
mercury meniscus from 
the ____________?



Technique Check- Measuring Volume and Temp. 

1. Read the volume of the liquid in the graduated cylinder 
to the nearest 0.1ml.

2. Record this value on your answer sheet.
3. Read the temperature of the liquid in the beaker.
4. Record this value on your answer sheet.

Notes: 
Remember to read the volume of a liquid from the bottom of the meniscus.
Make sure that the thermometer is submerged to the line in the liquid when you 
read the temperature. 

Objective: Measure the volume in graduated cylinder and the temperature of a liquid.

Must be 
submerged to 

line



40. How many hands do 
you use to carry 
chemical bottles?



41. How does hot glass 
differ in appearance 
from cold glass?

42. When putting tubing and 
thermometers into 
stoppers, you should 
lubricate the tube with 
water and protect your 
hands with gloves or 
________?



43. Where are the aprons 
located in the 
classroom?

44. Why are you required to 
wear shoes with closed 
toes?



45. Where are the fire 
blankets located?

46. Where are the fire 
extinguishers located?



47. Where is the eye-wash 
located?

48. How soon should you 
treat a chemical 
splashed in the eye?



49. Where is the safety 
shower located?

50. Under what 
circumstances should 
you use the safety 
shower?



51. Where are the goggles 
located?

52. Why is it important to 
wear goggles?

Contact lenses can act 
like a sponge and soak 
up chemicals. If you 
are wearing contact 
lenses, be sure you 
have your goggles on.



53. Where are the 
substances used to 
clean up acid or base 
spills located?

54. What common 
substance do you use to 
clean up an acid spill?

55. What common 
substance do you use to 
clean up a base spill?

Baking Soda

Vinegar

Base (Alkali) SpillAcid Spill



56. Always add _______ to 
_______?

57. Why do you pour 
hazardous chemicals 
over the sink?



58. What are the 
repercussions of fooling 
around in lab? Think of 
at least 3.



59. Where is the large 
distilled water dispenser 
bottle located?

60. What should you do if 
the distilled water 
dispenser bottle is 
empty?

Distilled water is used in Chemistry because it 
doesn’t contain any dissolved contaminants. 

Use the large stock bottle to refill the smaller 
water bottle in your locker.



61. When is it ok to sit on 
lab counters?



62. Where are the strikers and 
bunsen burners located?

63. What is the sole function of 
the striker?
a. To make beautiful music
b. To light your partner’s 

hair on fire
c. To light the bunsen 

burner
d. To make sparkles in the 

bunsen burner



64. What is the first thing 
you should do if you 
break a piece of 
glassware or find a 
broken piece of 
glassware?

65. Where do you dispose 
of broken glassware?



66. Where are the safety 
goggles kept?

67. Where is the first aid kit 
located?



68. Trick Question: Which 
rule would you break if 
you could break any 
rule?



69. Solve for “M”

G=M×A

Math Practice



70. Solve for “n”

PV=nRT

Math Practice



71. Solve for “x”

3x + 20 = x - 19

Math Practice



72. Solve for “ΔH”

ΔG = ΔH - TΔS

Math Practice

Hints: 
● Δ → means “change in” the variable that follows it, so ΔH means “change 

in heat.”
● Don’t separate the Δ from the variable that follows it.



73. Solve for “x”

Math Practice



Sign up for Remind
● Get your phone from the phone storage area and sign up for Remind using 

the instructions.


